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Abstract When developing and analyzing new hyperparameter optimization methods, it is vital to empirically evaluate and compare them on well-curated benchmark suites. In this work, we propose a new set of challenging and relevant benchmark problems motivated by desirable properties and requirements for such benchmarks. Our new surrogate-based benchmark collection consists of 14 scenarios that in total constitute over 700 multi-fidelity hyperparameter optimization problems, which all enable multi-objective hyperparameter optimization. Furthermore, we empirically compare surrogate-based benchmarks to the more widely-used tabular benchmarks, and demonstrate that the latter may produce unfaithful results regarding the performance ranking of HPO methods. We examine and compare our benchmark collection with respect to defined requirements and propose a single-objective as well as a multi-objective benchmark suite on which we compare 7 single-objective and 7 multi-objective optimizers in a benchmark experiment. Our software is available at [https://github.com/slds-lmu/yahpo_gym].

1 Introduction

Hyperparameter optimization (HPO) of machine learning (ML) models is a crucial step for achieving good predictive performance [30]. Over the last ten years, a large and still growing set of HPO tuning methods based on different principles has been developed [23, 49, 27]. A particularly interesting development are multi-fidelity methods, which make use of relatively cheap approximations of a given true objective, thereby achieving good performance relatively quickly [32, 15, 25], as well as multi-objective methods, which allow for simultaneous optimization of multiple objectives [29]. While different HPO methods found considerable adoption in practice, it is by no means clear which method performs best under which circumstances. In order to investigate this, it is necessary to evaluate these methods on testbeds that are ideally i) highly efficient, ii) include a sufficient amount of representative and diverse benchmark instances and iii) are easy to set up and integrate with different optimizer APIs. Furthermore, benchmarks have found use in meta-learning [53, 57, 44] and meta-optimization [36, 39]. In those settings, a larger number of potentially relevant optimization problems is required in order to obtain results that generalize beyond the set of (meta-)training instances. Simultaneously, those applications require a large number of evaluations that make obtaining real evaluations prohibitively expensive, indicating a need for benchmarks that are cheap to query.

Several benchmarks that aim to address this, each of which are collections of multiple benchmark instances, have been proposed [52, 10, 2, 13]. Benchmark instances can be classified into four categories: (i) synthetic functions, (ii) benchmarks incorporating real evaluations, (iii) tabular benchmarks based on pre-evaluated grid points, and (iv) surrogate benchmarks making use of meta-models that approximate the relationship between configurations and performance metrics. These categories have various advantages and drawbacks. Synthetic functions can be evaluated quickly but are often not representative for the type of problems encountered in practice; real evaluations on the other hand are often prohibitively expensive, especially in the context of larger benchmarks and neural architecture search. Tabular benchmarks, while cheap to evaluate, rely
on a pre-defined grid which changes the optimization problem and can potentially lead to biases. Surrogate benchmarks are also cheap to query but require high quality surrogates in order to avoid introducing bias. While benchmark suites have found some use in scientific publications, they are not used ubiquitously. This lack of permeation – and consequently the lack of a standard test bed – can result in researchers choosing benchmark problems that favor their own method, leading to the publication of biased results. The problem of *cherry picking*, also termed *rigging the lottery* [9], can be ameliorated through the use of standardized testing infrastructure along with a detailed definition of evaluation criteria that are widely adapted.

We therefore observe a clear need for benchmark libraries that provide unified interfaces to a variety of cheap to evaluate, realistic, and practically relevant benchmarking problems that are defined across diverse search spaces. In this work, we propose YAHPO Gym, a surrogate-based benchmark library including a collection of over 700 benchmark instances defined across 14 scenarios. Scenarios are comprised of evaluations of one given machine learning algorithm on different datasets (= instances) and therefore share the same search space and performance metrics. It contains a versioned set of surrogate models that allow for *multi-fidelity* evaluations of *multiple objectives*. Our library is licensed under the GPL-v3 license and can be freely used and extended by the community. Usage and available functionality is extensively documented\textsuperscript{1}.

**Contributions:** We introduce YAHPO Gym, a surrogate-based benchmark for machine-learning HPO. We conceptually demonstrate that tabular benchmarks may induce bias in performance estimation and ranking of HPO methods, and that this happens to a lesser degree with surrogate benchmarks. We argue that our surrogate benchmark YAHPO Gym meets all desiderata for a good benchmark, providing faithful results, fast evaluation, relevant problems and realistic objective landscapes both on local as well as global scales. In order to demonstrate this, we conduct an extensive evaluation of the proposed surrogates indicating that our surrogate models indeed provide high quality approximations. We propose two benchmark suites for *single-objective* and *multi-objective* evaluation comprised of a subset of our instances and demonstrate how they can be used with YAHPO Gym in a *multi-fidelity* and a *multi-objective* optimization benchmark.

2 Related Work

Several efforts to provide unified testbeds for black-box optimization exist. For general purpose black-box optimization, COCO [21] provides a collection of various synthetic black-box benchmark functions, while *kurobako* [42] is a collection of various general black-box optimizers and benchmark problems. Similarly, *Bayesmark* [52] includes several benchmarks for Bayesian Optimization on real problems and *LassoBench* [47] provides a benchmark for high-dimensional optimization problems. *HPOlib* [10] was one of the first to propose a common test bed for empirically assessing the performance of HPO methods. It provides a common API to access synthetic test functions, real-world HPO problems, tabular benchmarks as well as some surrogate benchmarks and found use in empirical benchmark studies [5]. Its successor *HPOBench* [13] offers similar capabilities, focusing on reproducible containerized benchmarks. It offers 12 benchmark scenarios and more than 100 test instances. Recently, [2] introduced *HPO-B*, a large-scale reproducible (tabular) benchmark for black-box HPO based on OpenML [54]. *HPO-B\textsuperscript{2}* relies on 16 search spaces that were evaluated sparsely on 101 datasets. *PROFET* [28] in contrast is not based on real datasets but uses a generative meta-model to generate synthetic but realistic benchmark instances. In the past, tabular benchmarks have been used frequently to speed up experiments in the context of HPO [49, 16, 55, 17] and Neural Architecture Search (NAS) (c.f. [37]); Eggensperger et al. [11] compared different instance surrogate models for 9 different HPO problems and

\textsuperscript{1}Documentation and data are available at https://github.com/slds-lmu/yahpo_gym

\textsuperscript{2}We consider the published v2 version for comparison. Surrogates are only available in the v3 version.
concluded that the results of benchmarks run on surrogate models generally closely mimic those of benchmarks using the actual evaluations that they are derived from, if performance measures of the surrogate models indicate that they predict the underlying objective values sufficiently well (cross-validated Spearman’s $\rho$ between 0.9 and 1 [11]). Similar observations have been made in the context of algorithm configuration [12] and NAS [48].

We compare YAHPO Gym with the recently published benchmarks HPOBench [13] and HPO-B [2] in Table 1. Our library relies on high quality surrogates that allow for multi-fidelity as well as multi-objective evaluation. While existing benchmark suites could in principle be used to construct multi-objective benchmarks, they do not offer full support: HPOBench contains only few instances that allow evaluating multiple metrics and offers no unified API to query those, while HPO-B does not support multiple objectives at all. Furthermore, neither propose a concrete evaluation protocol, opening up a multiplicity of (benchmark) design choices which can lead to inconclusive results (c.f. [41]). Instead of relying on containerization to allow for portability, our library relies on neural network surrogates compressed using ONNX [3], allowing for reproducibility and portability while simultaneously being extremely fast and efficient due to minimal overhead. This is demonstrated in a small experiment where we measure runtime and memory consumption for evaluating 300 random configurations on SVM search spaces also shown in Table 1, demonstrating that our software is more time and memory efficient. While YAHPO Gym provides the flexibility to design and execute any subset of the provided benchmarks, we also propose two fully specified testbeds for single- and multi-objective optimization that were specifically selected to cover a diverse set of relevant instances while being less extensive. Seed details in ??.

### 3 Background

#### 3.1 Hyperparameter Optimization

An ML learner or inducer $I$ configured by hyperparameters $\lambda \in \Lambda$ maps a data set $D \in \mathcal{D}$ to a model $\hat{f}$, i.e., $I : \mathcal{D} \times \Lambda \rightarrow \mathcal{H}, (D, \lambda) \rightarrow \hat{f}$. Hyperparameter optimization (HPO) methods for ML aim to identify a well-performing hyperparameter configuration (HPC) $\lambda$ for $I \lambda$ [7]. Typically, the considered search space $\tilde{\Lambda} \subset \Lambda$ is a subspace of the set of all possible HPCs: $\tilde{\Lambda} = \tilde{\Lambda}_1 \times \tilde{\Lambda}_2 \times \cdots \times \tilde{\Lambda}_d$, where $\tilde{\Lambda}_i$ is a bounded subset of the domain of the $i$-th hyperparameter $\Lambda_i$. This $\Lambda_i$ can be either real, integer, or category valued, and the search space can contain dependent hyperparameters, leading to a possibly hierarchical search space. We formally define the (potentially multi-objective) HPO problem as:

$$\lambda^* \in \arg \min_{\lambda \in \tilde{\Lambda}} c(\lambda), \quad \text{with} \quad c : \tilde{\Lambda} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^m,$$

(1)

where $\lambda^*$ denotes the theoretical optimum and $c$ maps an arbitrary HPC to (possibly multiple) target metrics. The classical HPO problem is defined as $\lambda^* \in \arg \min_{\lambda \in \tilde{\Lambda}} \text{GE}(\lambda)$, i.e., the goal is to minimize the estimated generalization error, see [7] for further details. Instead of optimizing only

### Table 1: Comparison of HPO Benchmark Suites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suite</th>
<th>Types</th>
<th>#Collections</th>
<th>#HPs</th>
<th>MF</th>
<th>MO</th>
<th>TF</th>
<th>Async</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>Time†</th>
<th>Memory†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YAHPO Gym</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2-38</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.4&quot;s</td>
<td>0.1 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPOBench R/T/S</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4-26</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>12.2s</td>
<td>0.2 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPO-B (v2) T/(S)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2-18</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>18.8s</td>
<td>3.7 GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


✓: fully supported; (-): partially supported; -: not supported; R/T/S: real/tabular/surrogate.

†: Runtime and memory footprint for 300 iterations of random search on an SVM instance. ∗: allowing for batched evaluation, YAHPO Gym takes only 0.13 s.)
for predictive performance, other metrics such as model sparsity or computational efficiency of prediction (e.g., MACs and FLOPs or model size and memory usage) could be included, resulting in a multi-objective HPO problem [46, 22, 6, 43, 20]. \( c(\lambda) \) is a black-box function, as it usually has no closed-form mathematical representation, and analytic gradient information is generally not available. Furthermore, the evaluation of \( c(\lambda) \) can take a significant amount of time. Therefore, the minimization of \( c(\lambda) \) forms an expensive black-box optimization problem.

Many HPO problems allow for approximations of the objective to a varying fidelity, making multi-fidelity optimization a viable option [32, 46, 25]. E.g., in the context of fitting neural networks, it is possible to stop or pause training runs early when performance does not indicate a promising final result [50]. Another possibility is given by reducing the fraction of the dataset \( D_{\text{train}} \) used for training [27], since the complexity of evaluating \( c(\lambda) \) is often at least linear in \( |D_{\text{train}}| \). Formally, the possibility of multi-fidelity evaluation can be represented in the form of a “budget” hyperparameter which we denote by \( \lambda_{\text{budget}} \) as a component of \( \lambda \).

### 3.2 Hyperparameter Optimization Benchmarks

Benchmark suites are comprised of a set of benchmark instances that each define an optimization problem to be solved. We formally define benchmark instances adapted from [13] as:

**Definition 1 (Benchmark Instance)** A benchmark instance consists of a function \( g : \Lambda \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^m, m \in \mathbb{N}^+ \), and a bounded hyperparameter space \( \Lambda \) which is the Cartesian product of hyperparameters \( \Lambda_1, \ldots, \Lambda_d \). Multi-fidelity benchmarks can be queried at lower fidelities by varying the budget parameter \( \lambda_{\text{budget}} \in \hat{\Lambda} \). While hyperparameters \( \hat{\Lambda}_i \) can be continuous, integer, ordinal or categorical, we require at least ordinal scales for the fidelity parameter(s) \( \lambda_{\text{budget}} \). We call a benchmark instance multi-objective if the number of objectives \( p > 1 \) and single-objective otherwise.

We consider HPO benchmark instances estimating the generalization error \( g(\lambda) = \text{GE}(I, J, \rho, \lambda) \) given an inducer \( I \), resampling \( J \), and performance metric(s) \( \rho \), along with other possibly relevant metrics (computational cost, memory, ...). Real instances are based on actually performing these evaluations during the benchmark, while tabular instances are based on a fixed set of pre-recorded evaluations. Instances based on surrogates in turn approximate the functional relationship between \( \lambda \) and \( g(\lambda) \). For clarity, we provide more precise definitions of synthetic, tabular and surrogate instances in Section ?? of the supplement. Real instances rely on live evaluations of the generalization error and are therefore often prohibitively computationally expensive, especially when considering larger benchmarks or meta-learning scenarios across many tasks [53, 44, 18]. Practitioners therefore often rely on tabular or surrogate benchmarks for large benchmark studies because they are often cheaper to evaluate by orders of magnitude. For tabular benchmarks, a large collection of pre-computed hyperparameter performance mappings is provided, which serves as a look-up table during runs of HPO methods. This has the downside of constraining the search space to precomputed evaluations, essentially turning the optimization problem from a continuous/mixed space to a discrete optimization problem. Surrogate benchmarks can strike a balance between the efficiency and faithful approximation to the real problem by learning the functional relationship between hyperparameters and performance values yielding an approximation \( \hat{g}(\lambda) \) of \( g(\lambda) \). This allows evaluations across the full search space \( \Lambda \) while being considerably cheaper to evaluate. The usefulness of surrogates in turn relies on the approximation quality of the surrogate model. We present an in-depth analysis of approximation qualities of the surrogates employed in YAHPO Gym in ??.

**Definition 2 (Benchmark Scenario)** A benchmark scenario consists of a set of \( K \) functions \( g_k : \Lambda \rightarrow \mathcal{Y} \subseteq \mathbb{R}^m, m \in \mathbb{N}^+, k \in \{1, \ldots, K\} \) corresponding to a set of Benchmark Instances. Each instance within a scenario shares the same bounded hyperparameter space \( \Lambda \) (and therefore fidelity parameters) as well as the same co-domain \( \mathcal{Y} \).
Table 2: YAHPO Gym Benchmarks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Search Space</th>
<th># Instances</th>
<th>Target Metrics</th>
<th>Fidelity</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rbv2_super</td>
<td>38D: Mixed</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>perf(6) + rt(2) + mem</td>
<td>fraction</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rbv2_svm</td>
<td>6D: Mixed</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>perf(6) + rt(2) + mem</td>
<td>fraction</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rbv2_rpart</td>
<td>5D: Mixed</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>perf(6) + rt(2) + mem</td>
<td>fraction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rbv2_aknn</td>
<td>6D: Mixed</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>perf(6) + rt(2) + mem</td>
<td>fraction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rbv2_glmnet</td>
<td>3D: Mixed</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>perf(6) + rt(2) + mem</td>
<td>fraction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rbv2_ranger</td>
<td>8D: Mixed</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>perf(6) + rt(2) + mem</td>
<td>fraction</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rbv2_xgboost</td>
<td>14D: Mixed</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>perf(6) + rt(2) + mem</td>
<td>fraction</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nb301</td>
<td>34D: Categ.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>perf(1) + rt(1)</td>
<td>epoch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lcbench</td>
<td>7D: Cont.</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>perf(5) + rt(1)</td>
<td>epoch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iaml_super</td>
<td>28D: Mixed</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>perf(4) + inp(3) + rt(2) + mem(3)</td>
<td>fraction</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iaml_rpart</td>
<td>4D: Cont.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>perf(4) + inp(3) + rt(2) + mem(3)</td>
<td>fraction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iaml_glmnet</td>
<td>2D: Cont.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>perf(4) + inp(3) + rt(2) + mem(3)</td>
<td>fraction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iaml_ranger</td>
<td>8D: Mixed</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>perf(4) + inp(3) + rt(2) + mem(3)</td>
<td>fraction</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iaml_xgboost</td>
<td>13D: Mixed</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>perf(4) + inp(3) + rt(2) + mem(3)</td>
<td>fraction</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mixed = numeric and categorical hyperparameters; perf = performance measures; rt = train/predict time; mem = memory consumption; inp = interpretability measures; H = Hierarchical search space. We do not include the fidelity parameter in the search space dimensionality.

A scenario is therefore a collection of instances sharing the same search space and objective(s), e.g., allowing for hyperparameter transfer learning between instances of the scenario. Benchmark Suites in turn are sets of instances that do not need to share the same objectives, but instead can consist of instances stemming from different scenarios.

4 YAHPO Gym

Motivated by the need for efficient and faithful benchmarks for HPO, we develop YAHPO Gym based on a set of Criteria for HPO Benchmarks discussed in ?? YAHPO Gym is explicitly designed to use surrogate-based benchmarks only. It consists of a collection of 14 scenarios that can be evaluated across a total of ~ 700 instances. Each benchmark instance consists of an objective function that is parameterized in the form of a ConfigSpace Python object [34], making the search space computer-readable and readily usable with a range of existing HPO implementations. The objective function generates a prediction using the instance surrogate model, which is a compressed neural network. Table 2 provides an overview of all benchmark scenarios available in YAHPO Gym. We describe data sources as well as the full search spaces in ?? We want to highlight the rbv2_super collection, which reflects an AutoML pipeline: It is, to our knowledge, the first available benchmark simulating a combined algorithm and hyperparameter selection problem [51] in the form of a high dimensional hierarchical search space by introducing the algorithm as an additional tunable hyperparameter.

In YAHPO Gym, every scenario allows for querying objective values at lower fidelities, enabling efficient benchmarking of multi-fidelity HPO methods. Analogously, every benchmark allows for returning multiple target metrics as criteria, enabling benchmarking of multi-objective HPO methods. Finally, almost all benchmark scenarios provide problems on a large number of instances (ranging from 34 to 119), allowing for benchmarking of transfer-learning HPO methods. Predictions as well as sampling can be made reproducible through seeding. In order to achieve portability while still being efficient, YAHPO Gym uses fitted neural networks compressed via ONNX [3] as surrogate models. Our neural networks are ResNets for tabular data [19] consisting of up to 8 layers with a width of up to 512 and hyperparameters individually tuned for each scenario. We refer the reader to ?? for details regarding architecture and fitting procedure. Surrogate models have very small memory and inference time overhead and are compatible across platforms.
and operating systems. In contrast to other benchmarks, evaluating $c(\lambda)$ requires only $10 – 100$ ms and only $100$ MB of memory. In fact, YAHPO Gym’s current infrastructure is so lightweight, it can easily be integrated in any existing toolbox or benchmark suite.

4.1 Suites: YAHPO-SO & YAHPO-MO

Together with YAHPO Gym, we propose two carefully selected benchmark suites. They constitute a proposal for surrogate-based benchmarks of HPO problems. We call those YAHPO-SO (single-objective, 20 instances) and YAHPO-MO (multi-objective, 25 instances). Together with the set of instances, we provide specific evaluation criteria, such as the budget available for optimization and number of stochastic replications as well as metrics to be used and fully specified search spaces which can be obtained from our software. Instances were selected across all scenarios taking into account approximation quality of the underlying surrogate and diversity. We consider those benchmarks a first draft for such a benchmark set (version $v1$) and explicitly invite the community to jointly work on a larger, more comprehensively evaluated set of benchmark instances. Details with respect to how instances were selected, and a full list of included instances, can be found in Section ?? in the Supplement. We conduct a benchmark providing anytime performance for a large variety of baselines on the proposed benchmark suites.

5 Tabular or Surrogate Benchmarks?

Consider the true objective $c(\lambda)$ of a real benchmark instance with $c : \Lambda \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ in the single-objective setting. In a tabular benchmark, the domain of the objective function is implicitly discretized into a finite grid $\Lambda_{\text{discrete}}$ of the original domain and pre-evaluated at these points and the benchmark objective $\hat{c}_{\text{tabular}}(\lambda)$ is thus the original $c(\lambda)$ restricted to $\Lambda_{\text{discrete}}$. The extent to which discretization affects the faithfulness of tabular benchmarks depends on the nature and dimensionality of the search space: It disregards local structure in the response function and might even impose fixed fidelity schedules, should evaluations not be available at all budget levels. In order to assess the magnitude of this effect, we investigate the practical effects of discretization in the following experiment by comparing 8 black-box optimizers on tabular, surrogate and real versions of 5 synthetic multi-fidelity functions of varying dimensionality (Branin2D, Currin2D, Hartmann3D/6D, and Borehole8D [25]). The tabular benchmark is constructed by drawing and evaluating $10^6$ points from a grid. Surrogates are then fitted using those points. We compare Random search (RS), several versions of Bayesian optimization (BO) and Hyperband (HB, [32]) across all settings. BO is configured with algorithm surrogate model either a Gaussian process (BO_GP), ensemble of feed-forward neural networks (NN, [56]) or random forest (BO_RF, [8]) and acquisition function optimizer either Nelder-Mead/exhaustive search (*_DF [40]) or random search (*_RS). We describe additional details regarding the benchmark setup in ?? and briefly present results: Figure 2 shows the anytime performance and mean rank of each HPO method split for the real,

\[ \text{from yaho_gym import } *\]
\[ b = \text{BenchmarkSet('lcbench', instance='3945')} \]
\[ # Sample a point from the ConfigSpace \]
\[ xs = b.get_opt_space().sample_configuration(1) \]
\[ # Evaluate the configuration \]
\[ b.objective_function(xs) \]
Figure 2: Mean normalized regret (top) and mean ranks (bottom) of different HPO methods on different benchmarks. Ribbons represent standard errors. The gray vertical line indicates the cumulative budget used for the initial design of BO methods. Performance measures of the surrogate benchmarks are stated after the benchmark function. 30 replications.

surrogate, and tabular benchmark on the Hartmann6D and Borehole8D test functions. We observe very similar performance traces of HPO methods on surrogate versions of benchmarks compared to real versions (Figure 2, top). However, in tabular benchmarks, we notice that for some problems, the BO methods converge substantially faster to a lower mean normalized regret (especially for BO\_GP\_*), which can possibly be explained by the much simpler infill optimization problem solved in the tabular case. Moreover, Hyperband appears to consistently perform better on tabular benchmarks. We further investigate average rankings over all replications (Figure 2, bottom).

Each benchmark function yields an average ranking of HPO methods (e.g., with respect to final performance). Using consensus rankings, we can arrive at a single ranking over all benchmark functions [38] for a given benchmark type. We use the optimization based symmetric difference (SD) [26] minimizing rank reversals to compare both the surrogate and tabular inferred consensus rankings with the “ground truth” real function consensus ranking. We observe that consensus rankings obtained using surrogate benchmarks (permutation order 2) match more closely than tabular benchmarks (permutation order 5). We again provide additional details in ??.

6 A Benchmark of HPO Methods on YAHPO Gym

We now demonstrate how YAHPO Gym can be used in practice to benchmark different HPO methods. We benchmark 7 single-objective HPO methods on YAHPO-SO and 7 multi-objective HPO methods on YAHPO-MO and want to answer the following research questions: (RQ1) Do multifidelity (single-objective) HPO methods improve over full-fidelity methods? (RQ2) Do advanced multi-objective HPO methods improve over Random Search?
6.1 RQ1: Do multi-fidelity (single-objective) HPO methods improve over full-fidelity methods?

We compare Random Search and SMAC [35] to the multi-fidelity methods Hyperband [32], BOHB [15], DEHB [4], SMAC-HB [35] and optuna ([1]; TPE sampler and median pruner following successive halving steps). More details on the experimental setup and HPO methods is given in ??.

All optimizers are run for a total budget of \( [20 + 40 \cdot \sqrt{\text{search\_space\_dim}}] \) full-fidelity evaluations with 30 replications. Figure 3a shows the average rank of HPO methods with respect to their anytime performance. Figure 3b and Figure 3c show critical difference plots (\( \alpha = 0.05 \)) of mean ranks after 25% and 100% of the optimization budget. The corresponding Friedman tests indicate significant differences (\( p < 0.001 \)) in both cases. We observe that all multi-fidelity optimizers outperform Random Search with respect to intermediate performance (25% of optimization budget) and optuna, BOHB, SMAC-HB and Hyperband also outperform SMAC. With respect to final performance, SMAC takes the lead closely followed by SMAC-HB with other multi-fidelity optimizers slightly falling behind. We conclude that multi-fidelity HPO methods indeed improve over full-fidelity methods, but only with respect to intermediate performance. Our results are in line with what has been reported in other benchmarks [13] with the exception that optuna seems more competitive in our benchmark, while DEHB is less competitive. One reason for this difference might be that we include hierarchical search spaces in contrast to previous work.

![Figure 3: Results of YAHPO-SO single-objective benchmark across 7 optimizers (20 Instances).](image)

6.2 RQ2: Do advanced multi-objective HPO methods improve over Random Search?

We compare Random search, Random search x4 (random search with quadrupled budget), ParEGO [29], SMS-EGO [45], EHVI [14], MEGO [24] and MIES [33] on multi-objective HPO problems with 2 – 4 objectives. More details on the experimental setup and HPO methods is given in ??.

All optimizers are run for a total budget of \( [20 + 40 \cdot \sqrt{\text{search\_space\_dim}}] \) full-fidelity evaluations for 30 replications. Figure 4a shows the average rank of HPO methods with respect to their anytime performance (determined based on the normalized Hypervolume Indicator). Figure 4b and Figure 4c show critical difference plots (\( \alpha = 0.05 \)) of these ranks after 25% and 100% of the optimization budget. The corresponding Friedman tests indicate significant differences (\( p < 0.001 \)) in both cases. We observe that not all methods significantly improve over Random Search with respect to final performance, i.e., EHVI and SMS-EGO fail to do so. Especially with respect to intermediate performance (25% of optimization budget), Random x4 outperforms all competitors (evaluating 4 times more configurations due to its parallelism). However, with respect to final performance, MEGO, ParEGO and MIES yield similar performance catching up to Random x4. We conclude that, in general, advanced multi-objective HPO methods improve over Random Search but also want to highlight that optimizer performance strongly varies with respect to the different benchmark instances.
Figure 4: Results of the YAHPO-MO multi-objective benchmark across 7 optimizers (25 Instances).

In total, both benchmarks described in this section took the equivalent of 138.7 CPU days using YAHPO Gym. We estimate that the YAHPO-SO benchmark, would take 15.34 CPU years when running real benchmarks, while our benchmark using YAHPO Gym took only 388 CPU hours, essentially speeding up evaluation by a factor of $\sim 350$.

7 Conclusions, Limitations and Broader Impact

We present YAHPO Gym, a multi-fidelity, multi-objective benchmark for HPO. Our benchmark is based on surrogates, which strike a favorable trade-off between faithfulness and efficiency, which we demonstrate in various experiments throughout our paper before conducting a large scale benchmark of modern single- and multi-objective optimizers. An as of yet under-explored domain are asynchronous optimization algorithms, which have recently gained popularity \[^31\]. This has been studied in surrogate-based benchmarks by predicting runtimes and pausing the objective function for the predicted runtime, lowering computational demand for benchmarks but leading to a large waiting time \[^15\]. In future work we plan on introducing faster-than-real time asynchronous benchmarking based on predicted runtimes.

Limitations. YAHPO Gym is based on surrogate models and therefore heavily relies on the faithfulness of those models in order to allow for valid conclusions. We have comprehensively evaluated surrogate models and provide a detailed report of performance metrics, hoping to demonstrate the faithfulness of our surrogates, but can only do so to a certain degree. We are furthermore aware that the real HPO problems modeled in our surrogates are in fact stochastic, and results can vary depending on randomness of the fitting procedure, data splits or initialization. We therefore provide a set of ‘noisy’ surrogate models that intend to model the stochasticity of the problems using an ensemble of neural networks, but simultaneously allow for full control of the stochastic process by using random seeds.

Broader Impact. This manuscript presents a set of surrogate-based benchmarks for HPO. As such, our work does not have direct implications on society or individuals, but can lead to such indirectly if new methods are developed based on it. We would like to emphasize the possible societal & environmental benefits. First, we hope our benchmarks can improve the state of benchmarking in hyperparameter optimization contexts, leading to better tracking of progress in the discipline. Second, and more important, we hope that experiments based on YAHPO Gym can drastically reduce computational cost of hyperparameter optimization experiments. This type of experiments is usually extremely expensive, if real experiments are run for the evaluation of each HPC, which can be sped up by large factors if cheap approximations through surrogates are available.
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